
ABOUT THE CUSTOMER
MesoExtreme media was started by Steve Polley, a storm 
chasing veteran of 15-years who has tracked extreme 
weather systems including tornadoes, large hail and 
lightning, blizzards, ice storms and more across the United 
States. 

Contributing hi-res video and photo content to media 
outlets including the Weather Channel, Good Morning 
America, CBS This Morning, CNN, KWCH-TV, KKTV-TV and 
more, Polley needed the best cell service in the most
extreme environments.

THE CHALLENGE
Polley needed better cell service for all cell carriers, 
including Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, Sprint, Telus, and US 
Cellular, inside his storm chasing SUV. He also needed 
reliable cell signals inside a metal building he owned in an 
area far from the nearest cell tower.

In his SUV, he needed the ability to power 4 hotspots for 
different carriers to ensure he can call, text, track storm 
movement, and transmit hi-res photos and live video no 
matter where the chase may take him. Some storms, like 
hurricanes and snow storms, will often strike in areas with 
good cell reception and others, like tornados, most often 
hit extremely rural areas with very weak cell signals. No 
matter where the storm hits, he needs to know he will be 
connected.

Polley’s 3,500 sq. ft. metal building also needed cellular 
connectivity. Located in a sump far from the nearest cell 
tower, the building had extremely weak cell signals. With
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an outside signal of -100 dB and inside signals between -115 
to -125 dB, the building was in a very challenging cellular 
area that needed a powerful cellular solution to provide cell 
service to a small portion of the building.

SOLUTION FOR SUV
As a storm chaser, Polley knows that no data or calling 
means he loses business, it also puts him in danger of 
being in the wrong spot at the wrong time. He needed the 
best signal booster for vehicle and turned to the SureCall 
Fusion2Go 3.0 with a permanent NMO mounted antenna.

When I’m chasing storms I would often drop calls 
and lose data. I had used signal boosters from 
other companies but they can’t deliver nearly the 
boost the SureCall Fusion2Go 3.0 gives me.

Steve Polley
Owner & Storm Chaser at MesoExtreme Media

     BOOSTER: Fusion2Go 3.0 & Fusion4Home

SOLUTION FOR BUILDING
Polley had very weak cell service inside the tin metal 
construction building which was situated in a low spot 
compared to the surrounding area. With a -115 dB signal 
inside and a -100 dB signal outside of the building, Polley 
needed a powerful signal booster that could improve his 
ability to call, text and stream data over 4G LTE in the most 
commonly used parts of this 3,500 sq. ft. building. Being a 
DIY’er, Polley installed the Fusion4Home Yagi/Panel signal 
booster system himself.
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RESULTS FOR SUV

Fusion2Go 3.0 is known for delivering better cell service in the extremes and everywhere in between 
and did just this for Steve Polley. As a storm chaser, he roams the plains, coasts, and mountains of the 
US and Canada and the Fusion2Go 3.0 keeps him connected with 2X faster data speeds and better 
calling further from the tower than any other booster on the market. Fusion2Go 3.0 powers multiple 
devices and boosts voice, text, 4G LTE data and works with hotspots for all North American cell carriers.

RESULTS FOR BUILDING

Fusion4Home’s new and improved signal booster is tailormade to connect rural buildings far from the 
nearest cell tower with reliable cell signals for all North American carriers. Since installing the building has 
improved cell signals for better call, text, and 4G LTE data in the most commonly used area of the 3,500 
sq ft space. “The beauty of the SureCall signal boosters is they just work,” said Polley.
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About MesoExtreme Media:
Founded by Steve Polley, a storm chaser of 15 years, MesoExtreme Media has 
contributed content on many local and national media outlets including the Weather 
Channel, Good Morning America, CBS This Morning, CNN, KAKE-TV, KSNT-TV, 
KQTV, KWCH, and KKTV. Polley is fascinated by severe weather from large hail and 
tornadoes to ice, snow storms and more.

About SureCall:
SureCall is the multi-patented industry leader in cell phone signal boosters, 
combining high quality technology with innovative designs to create award-
winning boosters that dramatically improve cell phone reception, including 
voice or 4G data, for homes, cars and businesses.
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My data speeds have gone as far as transmitting at 5 MBps with the booster 
turned off to 45 MBps right when I turned it on. It really impressed me.

Steve Polley
Owner & Storm Chaser at MesoExtreme Media

When life and safety matters, I want SureCall boosters giving be the best 
cell signal possible.

Steve Polley
Owner & Storm Chaser at MesoExtreme Media

SureCall’s Fusion2Go 3.0 improves cell 
service inside vehicles with 2X more 
power than the closest competitor. 

It boosts signals for multiple devices 
and all North American carriers 

simultaneously and has earned the trust 
of those who need the best connectivity 

in the weakest signal areas.

SureCall’s Fusion4Home works with all 
North American cell carriers to deliver 

the best voice, text and 4G LTE cell 
signals in buildings up to 4,000 sq. 

ft. With customizable kit options, this 
signal booster delivers 2X more power 
to access faraway towers than any other 

option on the market.
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